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Smacked
Initiating a career is a critical time for any ambitious young person, and especially
so for Bill Green who arrives at (the fictional) Linkirk University full of enthusiasm
to start his first job. Determined to prove himself, he diligently invests much time
and effort in fulfilling the many varied duties assigned to him.

Ambition; Or, the Prelate. A Novel
Garrett is a human detective in the fantastical city of TunFaire. And now he’s
getting tangled up in the worst sort of laws In-laws. Garrett is set to stow his
wandering heart with his fiancée, Strafa Algarda. But for Garrett, even true love
comes with its share of headaches—namely, the Algarda family. Strafa’s family
needs Garrett’s unique skills in the worst way. Rumors are spreading that someone
is organizing a Tournament of Swords—a brutal contest that magically compels the
children of sorcerers to battle until only one is left alive. The winner will absorb the
power from those he has killed and thus become a demigod. Strafa and her family
want to protect her daughter, Kevans, from being forced to take part in the lethal
contestand they’ve asked Garrett to find out who is organizing the tournament and
nip it in the bud. The only problem is that finding the culprit is most likely
impossible. But the Algardas are used to getting what they want.

Valiant Ambition
I'm sick of breaking bimbos—it's no fun, no challenge. Strong, hard career
girls—they're the new filet mignon of females. Girls like you. Oh, I'm going to have
fun breaking you, Susan. Tobias Pope ruled his communications empire with fear
and loathing—his employees feared him and he loathed them. But he may have
met his match in Susan Street, the young, beautiful, and nakedly ambitious deputy
of his latest newspaper acquisition. As they fight, shop, and orgy from Soho to Rio
and from Sun City to New York City, getting what she wants—the top job—seems
so simple. If she doesn't break first. No taboo is left unbroken, no fantasy left
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unfulfilled in this shocking exposé of the lengths to which one woman will go
become editor of the UK's bestselling tabloid.

A Powerful Secret
“Perfect Tunes is an intoxicating blend of music, love, and family from one of the
essential writers of the internet generation.” —STEPHANIE DANLER “Perfect Tunes
is a zippy and profound story of love, loss, heredity, and parenthood. I gulped it
down, as will all mothers, New Yorkers, music fans, and lovers of quick-moving
novels that are both funny and deep. I loved every page.” —EMMA STRAUB
“Perfect Tunes is mind-blowing….Full of unspeakable insights, or at least I thought
they were unspeakable, but there they are. Now I want everyone I know to read
this book and talk about it with me.” —ELIF BATUMAN Have you ever wondered
what your mother was like before she became your mother, and what she gave up
in order to have you? It’s the early days of the new millennium, and Laura has
arrived in New York City’s East Village in the hopes of recording her first album. A
songwriter with a one-of-a-kind talent, she’s just beginning to book gigs with her
beautiful best friend when she falls hard for a troubled but magnetic musician
whose star is on the rise. Their time together is stormy and short-lived—but will
reverberate for the rest of Laura’s life. Fifteen years later, Laura’s teenage
daughter, Marie, is asking questions about her father, questions that Laura does
not want to answer. Laura has built a stable life in Brooklyn that bears little
resemblance to the one she envisioned when she left Ohio all those years ago, and
she’s taken pains to close the door on what was and what might have been. But
neither her best friend, now a famous musician who relies on Laura’s songwriting
skills, nor her depressed and searching daughter will let her give up on her
dreams. Funny, wise, and tenderhearted, Perfect Tunes explores the fault lines in
our most important relationships, and asks whether dreams deferred can ever be
reclaimed. It is a delightful and poignant tale of music and motherhood, ambition
and compromise—of life, in all its dissonance and harmony.

Dark Ambitions (Code of Honor Book #3)
Tells the story of Doug Von Allmen's plan to build an extraordinary yacht and the
way that the 2008 financial crisis threatened the project and the livelihood of the
one thousand employees of the shipyard where it was built.

A Primary Decision
Seth Buechley tackles the plaguing question of why ambitious people struggle to
find satisfaction and reveals what they can do about it. His exceptional
perspective, which began in a commune in the woods and led him to financial
success through several multi-million dollar businesses, shines through his candid
and direct insights into the advantages and disadvantages of ambition. A seasoned
entrepreneur and leader of high-growth companies, Buechley illustrates the
fundamental nature of gratitude in making the shift to lasting leadership impact.

Boundless Ambition
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A surprising account of the middle years of the American Revolution and the tragic
relationship between George Washington and Benedict Arnold, from the New York
Times bestselling author of In The Heart of the Sea, Mayflower, and In the
Hurricane's Eye. "May be one of the greatest what-if books of the age—a volume
that turns one of America’s best-known narratives on its head.” —Boston Globe
"Clear and insightful, it consolidates his reputation as one of America's foremost
practitioners of narrative nonfiction." —Wall Street Journal In September 1776, the
vulnerable Continental Army under an unsure George Washington (who had never
commanded a large force in battle) evacuates New York after a devastating defeat
by the British Army. Three weeks later, near the Canadian border, one of his
favorite generals, Benedict Arnold, miraculously succeeds in postponing the British
naval advance down Lake Champlain that might have ended the war. Four years
later, as the book ends, Washington has vanquished his demons and Arnold has
fled to the enemy after a foiled attempt to surrender the American fortress at West
Point to the British. After four years of war, America is forced to realize that the
real threat to its liberties might not come from without but from within. Valiant
Ambition is a complex, controversial, and dramatic portrait of a people in crisis and
the war that gave birth to a nation. The focus is on loyalty and personal integrity,
evoking a Shakespearean tragedy that unfolds in the key relationship of
Washington and Arnold, who is an impulsive but sympathetic hero whose
misfortunes at the hands of self-serving politicians fatally destroy his faith in the
legitimacy of the rebellion. As a country wary of tyrants suddenly must figure out
how it should be led, Washington’s unmatched ability to rise above the petty
politics of his time enables him to win the war that really matters.

Money Rock
As the firstborn son of an old and powerful family, William Jennings Worthington VI
knows what it's like to be under pressure. Groomed from birth with the relentless
message that he was destined for greatness, Will has always pushed himself to
succeed--nearly as much as his never-satisfied financial tycoon father pushes him.
Becoming CEO of his company seems the next logical step on the success ladder.
But when circumstances turn, Will finds himself staring down a road that leads to
Capitol Hill. Can he trade the board room for the Senate floor? Or will a closetful of
family secrets keep him from his destiny? Bestselling author, psychologist, and
birth order expert Dr. Kevin Leman teams up with novelist and journalist Jeff Nesbit
for this compelling new series. In a culture that can't get enough of political
intrigue and sneak peeks inside powerful families, this book is sure to find a ready
audience.

Dangerous Laughter
Forces Conspire to Take the Worthington Family Down Sarah Worthington never
expected to become the US attorney general--at least not this early in her career.
Plunged into the vicious vetting process, with all sides digging for secrets in her
family closet, she steels herself for the path forward. Nothing will deter her from
making her mark on the world in the biggest way possible--even if that means
prosecuting the current president of the United States. Yet powerful forces
conspire behind the scenes to take the Worthington family down, and the president
orders her to close the investigation. Will she comply? Or turn the tables to pursue
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her ultimate dream--the US presidency? This exciting conclusion to The
Worthington Destiny series will have readers on the edge of their seats--just in
time for the 2016 presidential race.

A Perfect Ambition
Teenaged Christine Wainwright's parents regard her and her musical ambitions as
inconveniences. Christine's earnest, vain elder brother David is the star of the
family: an up-and-coming novelist who has married into the richest family in State
City, Iowa. The middle child, Melissa, is struggling with her teaching career and a
choice between two men: steady, pragmatic Leander Washington and worshipful
Connor Lowe. When Christine disappears, suspicion falls on the Wainwrights'
scheming neighbor, Andy Palinkas, who loathes Christine's parents. The unfolding
mystery exposes the truth behind the Wainwrights' respectable facade: a
convoluted saga of unwanted children, disastrous marriages, romantic doublecrosses, and domestic plots and counter-plots. Joseph Dobrian's new novel,
Ambitions (Rex Imperator, 426 pps., trade paperback, $17.95, ISBN
978-0-9835572-3-4) is a stark, elegantly written family drama set in a Midwestern
university town. It's a story of aspiration, adoration, and betrayal that explores
some of the ugliest realities of human interactions. At the same time, it conveys a
message of hope to readers who strive to realize their own ambitions. REVIEW BY
JEFF-CHARIS CARLSON, in the IOWA CITY PRESS-CITIZEN: Like "Anna Karenina,"
Joseph Dobrian's new novel, "Ambitions," should be required reading in premarital
counseling or pre-parenting classes. Like Leo Tolstoy 140 years before him,
Dobrian understands intimately the profound truth within the axiom: "Happy
families are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way." And like the
thousand-page Russian masterpiece, Dobrian's 440-page "Ambitions" provides a
veritable catalog of various unhappy marriages and parent-child relationships.
Unlike Tolstoy's Konstantin Levin, however, Dobrian's authorial stand-in character,
Andy Palinkas, isn't working his way through one of the family relationships in
question. Instead, as the middle-aged owner of a men's clothing store, he remains
an unmarried, well-dressed man who, disappointedly, tends to give off the wrong
vibe to the women he finds attractive. Yet Andy's bachelor-status also leaves him
free to observe, gossip about and learn from the failings of his coupled and kidded
customers, colleagues and fellow citizens. And his mentoring relationship with his
neighbors' teenage daughter - whose life he saved when she was a child - provides
him with a good deal of behind-the-scenes dirt on the main characters. Throw in
Andy's many business contacts and his frequent appearances at various School of
Music concerts, and the character soon has all the information he needs to narrate
a compelling story, seven years after the fact, from a third-person, limitedomniscient (and highly snarky) perspective. Dobrain's own sepia-tinged narrative
style often makes the 2000s setting of the novel feel more like a half-century
earlier. And despite the novel's dramatic opening with the disappearance of that
teen-age neighbor, "Ambitions" is much more a multi-generational character study
than a plot-driven mystery. Set against the backdrop of a thinly fictionalized
version of Iowa City - State City, a UNESCO-designated "City of Music" - Dobrian's
already on-target psychological insights hit even closer to home. Although there
are many times in which both Andy and Dobrian seem to be having almost too
much fun at others' expense, Dobrian generally is empathetic with his characters
whose mundane lives are drowning in their own ordinariness. As with Dobrian's
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Writers' Group columns and his earlier essay collection, "Seldom Right But Never in
Doubt," there are a few times when you feel like throwing the book across the
room - mainly in frustration at the blitheness in which the characters go about
ruining their lives. But the novel proves to be surprisingly addictive. (I found it so
hard to put down that I made it through 300 pages in the first night and had to go
to work bleary-eyed the next day.)"

U&I
The King is dead her life is no longer under her control. King Henry V’s beautiful
widow, Catherine, is determined to marry Owen Tudor, a Welsh gentleman-atarms. But her life decisions are not her own, overshadowed as she is by more
powerful men who are closer to the Throne. The Duke of Bedford would marry her
off to a foreign prince, Henry Beaufort would give his allegiance in exchange for a
Cardinal’s hat, and the handsome Duke of Gloucester, brother of the dead king,
openly desires her. Added to that, her son, the King, is a weak child who turns like
a straw in the wind. She must use all her wits and courage if she is to forge a new
life for herself A gripping and touching historical novel perfect for fans of Anne
O’Brien, Philippa Gregory and Elizabeth Chadwick.

Self-Portrait with Boy
Jules Thornton didn't come to Ocala to make friends. She came to make a name for
herself. Young, determined, and tough as nails, she's been swapping stable-work
for saddle-time since she was a little kid -- and it hasn't always been a fun ride.
Forever the struggling rider in a sport for the wealthy, all Jules has on her side is
talent and ambition. She's certain all she needs to succeed are good horses, but
will the eventing world agree? On her own at last, Jules is positive she's poised to
become eventing's newest star, but soon finds she's making more enemies than
friends in the close-knit equestrian community. Little mistakes cost big -- her
students are losing faith in her; her owners are starting to pull their horses. And
then there's the small matter of Peter Morrison, the handsome, on-the-rise event
rider who keeps showing up when she least expects him. Jules is convinced that all
she needs is good horses -- not friends, not romance, not anyone's nose in her
business. But it's just the beginning of the long, hot, Ocala summer, and as Jules
tumbles through the highs and lows of a life with horses, she might find she'll need
help after all to weather the coming storm.

Wicked Bronze Ambition
U&I is the journey of two souls made for each other. It is light hearted true love
story with a purpose. It is journey of a damn serious, studious and ambitious boy
from a very small village in Uttar Pradesh and happy go lucky girl from the city of
Nawabs, Lucknow. It all started when the village boy moved to Lucknow for studies
at the age of 14 and was infatuated by a sweet girl with dimples on her cheeks.
Infatuation @ 14 Love @ 16 Dating @ 17 Long distance relationship @ 18 Accident
& Ambition @ 22 One of the unfortunate things that can happen is Choose
between your love and ambition. If you have to choose between love and ambition
What would you choose???? It doesn't matter where you go in life, What you do or
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how much you have What matters is who you have besides you It’s just about U&I
Welcome to U&I a story of two souls made for each other and let’s celebrate the
love and sacrifice that every lovebird goes through in the journey called life.
Follow, Like and Comment about the book:
https://www.facebook.com/UandIbook/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel

Ambitions
Maggie Mahoney wants justice for women at her law firm. The firm chairman wants
to be Attorney General. Only one can win. Sweeny, Owens & Boyle sits at the top
of Wall Street law firms. Brilliant and beautiful, Maggie Mahoney became a partner
and the trophy wife of its managing attorney. Her husband's death renders Maggie
an outsider with the firm's male establishment and creates a power vacuum.
Obsessed with his dream of becoming the next Attorney General, firm chairman,
Andy Anderson, chooses a surprising replacement: Jack Slattery, a reputed sexist.
Jack's background hardly qualifies him for such a prominent position. Maggie
suspects Jack has something on Andy, but what is it? Andy's ambition drives him to
desperate measures. With proof of misconduct in hand, Maggie demands justice,
but it comes at a high price. If ambition rules, can justice prevail? Praise for
TERMINAL AMBITION "Author Kate McGuinness does a terrific job highlighting the
challenges that are all too familiar to women in the working world. An intriguing
portrayal of discrimination and harassment, Terminal Ambition is a must read."
Susan Estrich Fox News Commentator "Every working woman should read this
book! Author Kate McGuinness both entertains and educates, inspires and
motivates women and men who work with them to claim the rights that are theirs
by law and more. Brilliant, passionate, Terminal Ambition could revolutionize how
you think about going to work and what you can do there. Kathleen Barry,
Professor Emerita Pennsylvania State University Author: Female Sexual Slavery "A
gritty legal thriller. . . that pivots on the theme of sexual harassment. This pageturner book not only illuminates one of the most persistent and important genderjustice problems of the day but it also raises thorny moral questions that challenge
every woman or man who seeks success in the top professions of our society. A
must read for lawyers and nonlawyers alike." Roy L. Brooks Professor of Law
University of San Diego "The issues addressed in McGuinness' intriguing first novel
Terminal Ambition - from acquaintance rape to sexual harassment - are ones that
will be all too familiar to her readers. Heroine Maggie Mahoney's courage in
challenging the status quo will inspire young women to speak up and take action in
their own lives." Abigail Collazo Editor Fem2pt0 "In Maggie Mahoney, Mc Guinness
has created a vivid and engaging protagonist, who possesses grit, integrity and a
burning desire for justice. Surely admirable qualities for a lawyer---but they may
yet bring about her destruction." Claire McNab Former President Sisters in Crime
"This page-turner offers readers a wild ride they won't soon forget." Steven J.
Harper Author: The Partnership "A terrific, smart, honest book. Kate McGuinness
knows the inside scoop on life at a big law firm. She also knows how to write a
suspenseful page-turner - one that doesn't shy away from presenting the ugly
reality of workplace sexual harassment and discrimination. As important as it is
long overdue." Will Meyerhofer, JD MSW Author: "Way Worse Than Being a Dentist

Double Bind: Women on Ambition
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This book shows how African American literature emerged as a world-recognized
literature: less as the product of a seamless tradition of writers signifying upon
their ancestors and more the product of three generations of ambitious,
competitive individuals aiming to be the first great African American writer. It
charts a canon of fictional landmarks, beginning with The House Behind the Cedars
and culminating in the National Book Award-Winner Invisible Man, and tells the
compelling stories of the careers of key African writers, including Charles Chesnutt,
James Weldon Johnson, Jean Toomer, Zora Neale Hurston, Richard Wright, and
Ralph Ellison. These writers worked within the white-dominated, commercial,
Eurocentric literary field to put African American literature on the world literary
map, while struggling to transcend the cultural expectations attached to their
position as 'Negro authors'. Literary Ambition and the African American Novel tells
as much about the novels that these writers could not publish as it does about
their major achievements.

This Is the Way the World Ends
Sean Worthington is shocked when he hears his older brother Will announce that
he will not run for New York's Senate seat. In fact, he's angry. All of his efforts as
Will's campaign manager are now for nothing--and Sean is left to handle questions
from the press while Will walks away without a backward glance. Throughout his
life, Sean has felt like an outsider in his own family. And not being told about his
brother's plans is just one more piece of evidence that he's right. Tired of being the
odd one out, Sean is determined to forge his own path. Little does he know that it's
not easy to escape your family--especially when a powerful secret from the past
threatens to explode everything Sean ever believed. Bestselling author,
psychologist, and birth order expert Dr. Kevin Leman and novelist and journalist
Jeff Nesbit are back with another intrigue-filled look inside the influential
Worthington family.

36 Arguments for the Existence of God
A journalist pieces together the mysteries surrounding her ex-husband’s descent
into drug addiction while trying to rebuild a life for her family, taking readers on an
intimate journey into the world of white-collar drug abuse. “A rare combination of
journalistic rigor, personal courage, and writerly grace.”—Bill Clegg, author of
Portrait of an Addict as a Young Man Something was wrong with Peter. Eilene
Zimmerman noticed that her ex-husband looked thin, seemed distracted, and was
frequently absent from activities with their children. She thought he looked sick
and needed to see a doctor, and indeed, he told her he had been diagnosed with
an autoimmune disorder. Yet in many ways, Peter seemed to have it all: a beautiful
house by the beach, expensive cars, and other luxuries that came with an affluent
life. Eilene assumed his odd behavior was due to stress and overwork—he was a
senior partner at a prominent law firm and had been working more than sixty
hours a week for the last twenty years. Although they were divorced, Eilene and
Peter had been partners and friends for decades, so when she and her children
were unable to reach Peter for several days, Eilene went to his house to see if he
was OK. So begins Smacked, a brilliant and moving memoir of Eilene’s shocking
discovery, one that sets her on a journey to find out how a man she knew for
nearly thirty years became a drug addict, hiding it so well that neither she nor
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anyone else in his life suspected what was happening. Eilene discovers that Peter
led a secret life, one that started with pills and ended with opioids, cocaine, and
methamphetamine. He was also addicted to work; the last call Peter ever made
was to dial in to a conference call. Eilene is determined to learn all she can about
Peter’s hidden life, and also about drug addiction among ambitious, high-achieving
professionals like him. Through extensive research and interviews, she presents a
picture of drug dependence today in that moneyed, upwardly mobile world. She
also embarks on a journey to re-create her life in the wake of loss, both of the
person—and the relationship—that profoundly defined the woman she had
become.

A Royal Ambition
ï»¿ The higher you climb, the farther you have to fall. Reed Brennan knew being
elected president of exclusive Billings Hall would change her life. What she didn't
count on was being dumped by her boyfriend, Josh Hollis, or being held responsible
for a fire that destroyed Easton Academy's oldest building. And now the
administration wants to shut Billings down. Forever. As president, it's up to Reed to
save Billings Hall. What better way to win over the headÂmaster than to host a
glam fund-raising event in New York City? Everyone needs a date, and the newly
single Reed is the most eligible girl on campus. All of Easton's hottest boys are
angling to take her out, and for once, Reed's biggest problem is which one to
choose. Reed has never felt so popular or powerful -- until the police start asking
questions about Cheyenne Martin's death. Excited party buzz quickly turns to
whispered rumors and dark moods, and one thing becomes clear: There is
someone who wants to see Billings, and Reed, go down. And they will do anything
to make it happen.

Killer Ambition
Thirteen darkly comic stories, Dangerous Laughter is a mesmerizing journey that
stretches the boundaries of the ordinary world.

A Primary Decision (The Worthington Destiny Book #3)
Psychology professor Cass Seltzer finds his relationship challenged by a former
girlfriend's invitation to join her biochemistry experiment in immortality, an effort
that is complicated by his ongoing quest to understand religion.

Literary Ambition and the African American Novel
Young Michael Jordan, who is smaller than the other players, learns that
determination and hard work are more important than size when playing the game
of basketball.

Terminal Ambition
The star of the hit show Glee shares her experiences and insider tips on beauty,
fashion, inner strength, and more in an illustrated in an illustrated book that’s part
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memoir, part how-to, and part style guide. Lea Michele is one of the hardest
working performers in show business. Whether she’s starring as Rachel Berry on
Glee, rocking a glamorous look on the red carpet, recording her solo album, or
acting as the spokesperson for L’Oreal, Lea is the ultimate multi-tasker. She knows
better than anyone that it is difficult to be your best self and keep things in
perspective when your to-do list is overflowing and you are faced with challenges,
so she’s developed a foolproof system for remaining healthy and centered. In
Brunette Ambition, she reveals the lessons and advice that have worked for
her--from beauty and fashion secrets to fitness tips, and career insights.
Supplemented with never-before-seen photos and revealing anecdotes, it’s the
book Lea wishes she’d had in her teens and early twenties: A practical and
inspirational guide to harnessing tenacity and passion and living the fullest life, no
matter what obstacles life puts in your way.

Supreme Ambitions
Bustle's "17 Best Nonfiction Books Coming Out In September 2018" "With This is
the Way the World Ends Jeff Nesbit has delivered an enlightening - and alarming explanation of the climate challenge as it exists today. Climate change is no far-off
threat. It's impacting communities all over the world at this very moment, and we
ignore the scientific reality at our own peril. The good news? As Nesbit
underscores, disaster is not preordained. The global community can meet this
moment — and we must." —Senator John Kerry A unique view of climate change
glimpsed through the world's resources that are disappearing. The world itself
won’t end, of course. Only ours will: our livelihoods, our homes, our cultures. And
we’re squarely at the tipping point. Longer droughts in the Middle East. Growing
desertification in China and Africa. The monsoon season shrinking in India. Ampedup heat waves in Australia. More intense hurricanes reaching America. Water wars
in the Horn of Africa. Rebellions, refugees and starving children across the globe.
These are not disconnected events. These are the pieces of a larger puzzle that
environmental expert Jeff Nesbit puts together Unless we start addressing the
causes of climate change and stop simply navigating its effects, we will be facing a
series of unstoppable catastrophes by the time our preschoolers graduate from
college. Our world is in trouble – right now. This Is the Way the World Ends tells the
real stories of the substantial impacts to Earth’s systems unfolding across each
continent. The bad news? Within two decades or so, our carbon budget will reach a
point of no return. But there’s good news. Like every significant challenge we’ve
faced—from creating civilization in the shadow of the last ice age to the Industrial
Revolution—we can get out of this box canyon by understanding the realities and
changing the worn-out climate conversation to one that’s relevant to every person.
Nesbit provides a clear blueprint for real-time, workable solutions we can tackle
together.

Ambition. [A novel. By Miss M. G. Lewis.]
“An ambitious look at the cost of urban gentrification.” —Atlanta-Journal
Constitution “Kelley could have written a fine book about Charlotte’s drug trade in
the ’80s and ’90s, filled with shoot-outs and flashy jewelry. What she accomplishes
with Money Rock, however, is far more laudable.” —Charlotte Magazine “Pam
Kelley knows a good story when she sees one—and Money Rock is a hell of a story.
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. . like a New South version of The Wire.” —Shelf Awareness Meet Money
Rock—young, charismatic, and Charlotte’s flashiest coke dealer—in a riveting
social history with echoes of Ghettoside and Random Family Meet Money Rock.
He’s young. He’s charismatic. He’s generous, often to a fault. He’s one of
Charlotte’s most successful cocaine dealers, and that’s what first prompted
veteran reporter Pam Kelley to craft this riveting social history—by turns actionpacked, uplifting, and tragic—of a striving African American family, swept up and
transformed by the 1980s cocaine epidemic. The saga begins in 1963 when a
budding civil rights activist named Carrie gives birth to Belton Lamont Platt,
eventually known as Money Rock, in a newly integrated North Carolina hospital.
Pam Kelley takes readers through a shootout that shocks the city, a botched FBI
sting, and a trial with a judge known as “Maximum Bob.” When the story concludes
more than a half century later, Belton has redeemed himself. But three of his sons
have met violent deaths and his oldest, fresh from prison, struggles to make a new
life in a world where the odds are stacked against him. This gripping tale,
populated with characters both big-hearted and flawed, shows how social forces
and public policies—racism, segregation, the War on Drugs, mass
incarceration—help shape individual destinies. Money Rock is a deeply American
story, one that will leave readers reflecting on the near impossibility of making
lasting change, in our lives and as a society, until we reckon with the sins of our
past.

Ambition
"An absorbing, affecting and beautifully written novel."—New York Times Book
Review In Lisa Michaels's enthralling debut novel, she weaves the tale of two
young newlyweds, Glen and Bessie Hyde, who set out in 1928 to run the rapids of
the Grand Canyon. The pair hoped to set a record: Bessie would be the first woman
to negotiate that treacherous stretch of the Colorado River. When they failed to
appear at their destination on time, Glen's father mounted a desperate search to
find them. Based on the few known facts of a true story, Grand Ambition
contemplates our need for risk and danger, and treats with great complexity the
power of youthful passion. Reading Group Guide included.

Ambition
"These are the 'know your value' conversations that we need to have. These
women--their challenges, choices, and successes--are all of us." --Mika Brzezinski
Over the last sixty years, women's lives have transformed radically from
generation to generation. Without a template to follow--a way to peek into the
future to catch a glimpse of what leaving this job or marrying that person might
mean to us decades from now--women make important decisions blindly, groping
for a way forward, winging it, and hoping it all works out. As they faced
unexpectedly fraught decisions about their own lives, journalists Hana Schank and
Elizabeth Wallace found themselves wondering about the women they'd graduated
alongside. What happened to these women who seemed set to reap the rewards of
second-wave feminism, on the brink of taking over the world? Where did their
ambition lead them? So they tracked down their classmates and, over several
hundred hours of interviews, gathered and mapped data about real women's lives
that has been missing from our conversations about women and the workplace.
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Whether you're deciding if you should pass up a promotion in favor of more flex
time, planning when to get pregnant, or wondering what the ramifications are of
being the only person in your house who ever unloads the dishwasher, The
Ambition Decisions is a guide to the changes that may seem arbitrary but are life
defining, by women who've been there. Organized by theme, each chapter draws
on real women's stories of facing down crisis, transition, and decision-making to
illustrate broader trends Schank and Wallace observed. Each chapter wraps up
with a useful bulleted list of questions to consider and tips to integrate that will
guide women of all ages along the way to finding purpose and passion in work and
life.

Ambition
Former Army Night Stalker Rick Jordan usually has his camp for foster children to
himself during the winter months. But someone has visited recently--leaving a trail
of blood. One of the two clues left behind tips Rick off to the identity of his visitor,
who soon turns up dead. The police deem it an accident, but Rick isn't convinced.
With the help of private investigator Heather Shields, he sets out to decipher the
remaining clue. Except someone doesn't want them to succeed--and will stop at
nothing to keep them from finding the truth. With her trademark psychological
suspense ratcheting up the tension on every page, bestselling and award-winning
author Irene Hannon takes you on a search for a cold-blooded killer with an
ambitious goal and deadly intent.

Ambition
Longlisted for the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize “Fabulously written, this
spellbinding debut novel is a real page-turner. A powerful, brilliantly imagined
story” (Library Journal, starred review) about an ambitious young artist whose
accidental photograph of a boy falling to his death could jumpstart her career, but
devastate her most intimate friendship. Lu Rile is a relentlessly focused young
photographer struggling to make ends meet. Working three jobs, responsible for
her aging father, and worrying that her crumbling loft apartment is being sold to
developers, she is at a point of desperation. One day, in the background of a selfportrait, Lu accidentally captures an image of a boy falling to his death. The
photograph turns out to be startlingly gorgeous, the best work of art she’s ever
made. It’s an image that could change her life…if she lets it. But the decision to
show the photograph is not easy. The boy is her neighbors’ son, and the tragedy
brings all the building’s residents together. It especially unites Lu with the boy’s
beautiful grieving mother, Kate. As the two forge an intense bond based on
sympathy, loneliness, and budding attraction, Lu feels increasingly unsettled and
guilty, torn between equally fierce desires: to advance her career, and to protect a
woman she has come to love. Set in early 90s Brooklyn on the brink of
gentrification, Self-Portrait with Boy is a “sparkling debut” (The New York Times
Book Review) about the emotional dues that must be paid on the road to success
and a powerful exploration of the complex terrain of female friendship. “The
conflict is rich and thorny, raising questions about art and morality, love and
betrayal, sacrifice and opportunism, and the chance moments that can define a
life…It wrestles with the nature of art, but moves with the speed of a page-turner”
(Los Angeles Times).
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Grand Ambition: A Novel
As the firstborn son of an old and powerful family, William Jennings Worthington VI
knows what it's like to be under pressure. Groomed from birth with the relentless
message that he was destined for greatness, Will has always pushed himself to
succeed--nearly as much as his never-satisfied financial tycoon father pushes him.
Becoming CEO of his company seems the next logical step on the success ladder.
But when circumstances turn, Will finds himself staring down a road that leads to
Capitol Hill. Can he trade the board room for the Senate floor? Or will a closetful of
family secrets keep him from his destiny? Bestselling author, psychologist, and
birth order expert Dr. Kevin Leman teams up with novelist and journalist Jeff Nesbit
for this compelling new series. In a culture that can't get enough of political
intrigue and sneak peeks inside powerful families, this book is sure to find a ready
audience.

Necessary Dreams
In this gripping legal thriller from author and prosecutor Marcia Clark, Rachel
Knight faces down the dark side of Hollywood - perfect for fans of James Patterson
and David Baldacci. Would you kill to protect your career? When the teenage
daughter of a billionaire director is kidnapped, Deputy DA Rachel Knight and
Detective Bailey Killer are on the case. But things go wrong fast. The girl is found
murdered, and the man they suspect has rich and powerful friends. In the hostile
glare of the media, under attack from her own bosses, Rachel prepares the case
for trial. She will bring the truth to light no matter who wants it to stay hidden. The
stage is set for stunning courtroom drama and a thrilling ride through the dark side
of Hollywood.

Grand Ambition
Brunette Ambition
Full of empowering wisdom from one of Silicon Valley's first female African
American CEOs, this inspiring leadership book offers a blueprint for how to achieve
your personal and professional goals. Shellye Archambeau recounts how she
overcame the challenges she faced as a young black woman, wife, and mother,
managing her personal and professional responsibilities while climbing the ranks at
IBM and subsequently in her roles as CEO. Through the busts and booms of Silicon
Valley in the early 2000s, this bold and inspiring book details the risks she took and
the strategies she engaged to steer her family, her career, and her company
MetricStream toward success. Through her journey, Shellye discovered that
ambition alone is not enough to achieve success. Here, she shares the practical
strategies, tools, and approaches readers can employ right now, including concrete
steps to most effectively: Dismantle impostor syndrome Capitalize on the power of
planning Take risks Developing financial literacy Build your network Establish your
reputation Take charge of your career Integrate work, marriage, parenthood, and
self-care Each chapter lays out key takeaways and actions to increase the odds of
achieving your personal and professional goals. With relatable personal stories that
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ground her advice in the real world and a foreword by leading venture capitalist
and New York Times bestselling author Ben Horowitz, Unapologetically Ambitious
invites readers to move beyond the solely supportive roles others expect them to
fill, to learn how to carefully tread the thin line between assertive and aggressive,
and to give themselves permission to strive for the top. Make no apologies for the
height of your ambitions. Shellye Archambeau will show you how.

Ambition and Desire
Sourdough
Supreme Ambitions details the rise of Audrey Coyne, a recent Yale Law School
graduate who dreams of clerking for the U.S. Supreme Court someday. Audrey
moves to California to clerk for Judge Christina Wong Stinson, a highly regarded
appeals-court judge who is Audrey s ticket to a Supreme Court clerkship. While
working for the powerful and driven Judge Stinson, Audrey discovers that high
ambitions come with a high price. Toss in some headline-making cases, a little
romance, and a pesky judicial gossip blog, and you have a legal novel with the
inside scoop you d expect from the founder of Above the Law, one of the nation s
most widely read and influential legal websites."

A Perfect Ambition (The Worthington Destiny Book #1)
Forces Conspire to Take the Worthington Family Down Sarah Worthington never
expected to become the US attorney general--at least not this early in her career.
Plunged into the vicious vetting process, with all sides digging for secrets in her
family closet, she steels herself for the path forward. Nothing will deter her from
making her mark on the world in the biggest way possible--even if that means
prosecuting the current president of the United States. Yet powerful forces
conspire behind the scenes to take the Worthington family down, and the president
orders her to close the investigation. Will she comply? Or turn the tables to pursue
her ultimate dream--the US presidency? This exciting conclusion to The
Worthington Destiny series will have readers on the edge of their seats--just in
time for the 2016 presidential race.

Unapologetically Ambitious
The boundless ambitions of some CEOs and politicians are dangerous, shameless
and sly. Only when heroes step forward to fight, will we see the end of their lies.
Imagine HOUSE OF CARDS meets JAMES BOND in a clever suspense thriller.
________________________________________________ Sometimes the bad guys play out
of bounds. Our world is plagued by the devious schemes of disguised cheaters and
thieves. The worst of these frauds are perpetrated by prominent figures--powerful
people with sincere smiles, boundless ambitions, and flexible souls. They play on
hope, fear and pride while stealing billions right before our eyes. This is the story of
one such group. Although thoroughly unpredictable, it's inspired by true events.
Created using the same compelling mix of savvy plotting, rapid pacing, and clever
conundrums that turned the first four Kyle Achilles books into international
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bestsellers, Boundless Ambition gives you heroes to love, villains to hate, and
puzzles to solve. It's a story destined to delight both new comers and avid Tim
Tigner fans. ________________________________________________ "Prepare yourself for
one of those rare books that builds and builds until your fingers can't flip fast
enough and your mind finally blows." --Sandy Wallace
________________________________________________ Amazon named Tim Tigner an AllStar Author in December, 2017 and every month since for being one of the most
popular authors on Kindle. His books are recommended for fans of David Baldacci,
Lee Child's Jack Reacher, Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan, Nelson DeMille's John Corey,
Vince Flynn's Mitch Rapp, Mark Greaney's Gray Man, Gregg Hurwitz's Orphan X,
Robert Ludlum's Jason Bourne, John Sandford's Lucas Davenport, Daniel Silva's
Gabriel Allon, Brad Taylor's Pike Logan, Brad Thor's Scot Harvath, and Dan Brown's
Robert Langdon.

The Ambition Decisions
From CNN’s official royal historian, a highly praised young author with a doctorate
from Oxford University, comes the extraordinary rags-to-riches story of the woman
who conquered Napoleon’s heart—and with it, an empire. Their love was
legendary, their ambition flagrant and unashamed. Napoleon Bonaparte and his
wife, Josephine, came to power during one of the most turbulent periods in the
history of France. The story of the Corsican soldier’s incredible rise has been well
documented. Now, in this spellbinding, luminous account, Kate Williams draws
back the curtain on the woman who beguiled him: her humble origins, her
exorbitant appetites, and the tragic turn of events that led to her undoing. Born
Marie-Josèphe-Rose de Tascher de La Pagerie on the Caribbean island of
Martinique, the woman Napoleon would later call Josephine was the ultimate
survivor. She endured a loveless marriage to a French aristocrat—executed during
the Reign of Terror—then barely escaped the guillotine blade herself. Her neardeath experience only fueled Josephine’s ambition and heightened her
determination to find a man who could finance and sustain her. Though no classic
beauty, she quickly developed a reputation as one of the most desirable women on
the continent. In 1795, she met Napoleon. The attraction was mutual, immediate,
and intense. Theirs was an often-tumultuous union, roiled by their pursuit of other
lovers but intensely focused on power and success. Josephine was Napoleon’s
perfect consort and the object of national fascination. Together they conquered
Europe. Their extravagance was unprecedented, even by the standards of
Versailles. But she could not produce an heir. Sexual obsession brought them
together, but cold biological truth tore them apart. Gripping in its immediacy,
captivating in its detail, Ambition and Desire is a true tale of desire, heartbreak,
and revolutionary turmoil, engagingly written by one of England’s most praised
young historians. Kate Williams’s searing portrait of this alluring and complex
woman will finally elevate Josephine Bonaparte to the historical prominence she
deserves. Praise for Ambition and Desire “Not just a scholarly work, but a pageturner . . . Williams is no stranger to creating works on strong and influential
women, and, as in those works, here she does an admirable job of demystifying
Josephine. . . . This engrossing and accessible account is for all readers who enjoy
historical biography.”—Library Journal “[A] riveting account . . . Williams perfectly
illustrates all that was bizarre and maddening about French life during the reign of
Josephine and Napoleon Bonaparte.”—Publishers Weekly “Intelligent and
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entertaining.”—Kirkus Reviews “An in-depth portrait of the substantive woman
behind the throne.”—Booklist “Reading [Ambition and Desire] is like watching Silk
Stockings, the 1957 Hollywood masterpiece with Fred Astaire and Cyd Charisse.
The book flows and jumps, taking the reader by the hand through tormented times
in French history without ever letting you go or losing itself in the intricacies of
French politics.”—The Times “A sparkling account of this most fallible and
endearing of women.”—Daily Mail “A whirlwind tour of French history.”—The
Telegraph From the Hardcover edition.

Perfect Tunes
*One of Amazon's 20 Best Books of 2017* Named one of the best books of 2017 by
NPR, San Francisco Chronicle, Barnes & Noble, and Southern Living In his muchanticipated new novel, Robin Sloan does for the world of food what he did for the
world of books in Mr. Penumbra’s 24-Hour Bookstore Lois Clary is a software
engineer at General Dexterity, a San Francisco robotics company with worldchanging ambitions. She codes all day and collapses at night, her human contact
limited to the two brothers who run the neighborhood hole-in-the-wall from which
she orders dinner every evening. Then, disaster! Visa issues. The brothers close up
shop, and fast. But they have one last delivery for Lois: their culture, the
sourdough starter used to bake their bread. She must keep it alive, they tell
her—feed it daily, play it music, and learn to bake with it. Lois is no baker, but she
could use a roommate, even if it is a needy colony of microorganisms. Soon, not
only is she eating her own homemade bread, she’s providing loaves daily to the
General Dexterity cafeteria. The company chef urges her to take her product to the
farmer’s market, and a whole new world opens up. When Lois comes before the
jury that decides who sells what at Bay Area markets, she encounters a close-knit
club with no appetite for new members. But then, an alternative emerges: a secret
market that aims to fuse food and technology. But who are these people, exactly?
Leavened by the same infectious intelligence that made Robin Sloan’s Mr.
Penumbra’s 24-Hour Bookstore such a sensation, while taking on even more
satisfying challenges, Sourdough marks the triumphant return of a unique and
beloved young writer.

Ambition Brings Its Own Reward
“Bold, absorbing, insightful, and wise. . . . Read it: the truth is inside.”— Cheryl
Strayed, author of Wild and Tiny Beautiful Things “A work of courage and ferocious
honesty” (Diana Abu-Jaber), Double Bind could not come at a more urgent time.
Even as major figures from Gloria Steinem to Beyoncé embrace the word
“feminism,” the word “ambition” remains loaded with ambivalence. Many women
see it as synonymous with strident or aggressive, yet most feel compelled to strive
and achieve—the seeming contradiction leaving them in a perpetual double bind.
Ayana Mathis, Molly Ringwald, Roxane Gay, and a constellation of “nimble thinkers
. . . dismantle this maddening paradox” (O, The Oprah Magazine) with candor, wit,
and rage. Women who have made landmark achievements in fields as diverse as
law, dog sledding, and butchery weigh in, breaking the last feminist taboo once
and for all. “Both intimate and scalable” (Atlantic.com), Double Bind finally seizes
“ambition” from the roster of dirty words.
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Salt in His Shoes
In this groundbreaking book about how women perceive, are prepared for, and
cope with ambition and achievement, psychiatrist Anna Fels examines ambition at
the deepest psychological level. Cutting to the core of what ambition can
provide—the essential elements of a fulfilling life—Fels describes why, for women
but not for men, ambition still remains fraught with often painful conflict. Fels
draws on case studies, research, interviews, and autobiographies of accomplished
and celebrated women past and present—writers, artists, architects, politicians,
actors—to explore the ways in which women are brought up to avoid recognition
and visibility in favor of traditional feminine values and why they often choose to
nurture and defer to rather than compete with men. She poses invaluable
questions: What is the nature of ambition and how important is it in a woman’s
life? What are the forces that promote or impede its development? To what extent
does ambition go against a woman’s very nature? And she challenges currently
held theories about the state of mind and the needs of men. Incisive and highly
readable, Necessary Dreams is a unique exploration of the options and obstacles
women face in the pursuit of their goals. It is a book that every woman will
want—and need—to read.
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